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Part 1    Foreword

he "Patrol group command duty integration center" under the

Director General Coastal Patrol Agency "DGCPA" has come on

full operation since July 1, 2005.  In search of capturing the duty niche

through the coastal and sea duty integration, there is a necessary to further

discern relevant factors such as the coastal and near-shore fishing

grounds, peak fishing season, fish types, fishing gears and fishing

methods and the like, to better integrate security inspection information

system's fishing site function, and to facilitate the patrol group com-

mand to refer to the system in duty formation and coastal sea duty 

preplanning. 

Part 2    Appending the functions of fishing grounds

As initially there has not been any fishing zone division in

Taiwan's peripheral waters, the DGCPA, in a move to grapple in

advance the state of fishing boats operating in the coastal and near-

shore areas, has appended a fishing site function under the security

inspection information system by dividing the coastal and near-shore

fishermen's conventional fishing sites into 30 fishing zones, which is

sought to discern the state of fishing boats operating in Taiwan's
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peripheral waters.  Which when combined with a coastal and near-

shore fishery resource database in the future, will further enhance sea

duty dispatch with a more dynamic basis, and allow an effective aware-

ness of the fishing boats' movements in the wake of illicit boats to pro-

mote the seizure yield. 

Part 3    The types of fishery and operating fishing boats
number in Taiwan's coastal and near-shore areas

Fishing boats are a major tool for the ocean fishing industry,

spawning the saying that the ocean fishery industry is of fishing boat

fishery industry.  Taiwan's ocean fishing industry is divided into three

categories, the coastal, near-shore and offshore fishing industries1, and

the parameters that segregate the lie in the territorial waters of 12 nautical

miles2 and the exclusive economic zone of 200 nautical miles3.  Below

provides a description to the types of fishery and operating fishing

boats number in Taiwan's coastal and near-shore areas. 4, and the survey

has not included cage fishing gears, rack net fishing, bottom trawling,

whitefish fishing, young fish farming industry, or leisure fishing and

such:

I. The types of fishery in near-shore fishing:
The wrap net, mackerel draw net fishing industry, fire trapping

fishing industry (hot trapping net), medium to small trawlers, dragnet

fishing (including dispersed dragnet fishing), other net fishing, tuna

rope fishing,   bream and miscellaneous fish rope fishing, drag rope

fishing, one rod fishing, and other fishing types. 

II. The types of fishery in coastal fishing5:
The fixed spot fishing, fire trapping fishing, dragnet fishing, other

net fishing, one rod fishing, extension rope fishing, other fishing,

swordfish harpoon fishing, leisure fishing and others.

III. As revealed in the Fishery Administration's 2004 fishery sta-
tistics annual report for the Taiwan and southern China
region, statistics on the types of boat/raft number in coastal
and near-shore fishing are as follows:

1 The Taiwan Farmers Guide, fishery section, p.2. 
2 Executive Yuan Agriculture Council Fishery Administration's 2003 "Taiwan

and southern China's fishery statistics yearbook, 2004, p.482. 
3 Executive Yuan Agriculture Council Fishery Administration's 2003 "Taiwan

and southern China's fishery statistics yearbook, 2004, p.481. 
4 Executive Yuan Agriculture Council Fishery Administration's 2003 "Taiwan

and southern China's fishery statistics yearbook, 2004, p.123.
5 Executive Yuan Agriculture Council Fishery Administration's 2003 "Taiwan

and southern China's fishery statistics yearbook, 2004, p.482.
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Part 4    The distribution of fish types in Taiwan's near-
shore and coastal areas

With the rich resources of the ocean being extensive and beyond

measure, it not only provides a host of minerals but more importantly it

provide mankind with a food source.  With Taiwan being surrounded

by sea on her peripheral, for long time since the residents of the island

have developed an inseparable tie to the ocean.  Taiwan's coastal and

near-shore fish types, by characteristics, can be roughly divided into

surface saltwater fish (migratory fish types) and bottom-dwelling fish

types, which are separately described below:

I. Surface saltwater fish6

Taiwan's main current, the Japan Current, runs northward from

south on the east coast, with branch current runs northward on the

island's west coast in summer season, brining an abundance of oceanic

migratory fish varieties, such as the bonito, tuna, swordfish, flyfish,

sharks and so forth.  In winter season, with colder continental cold

water flow running southward from the north along the mainland's

Fujien and Zhejiang coasts bring certain seasonal migratory fish vari-

eties, such as the mullet.  Surface saltwater fish varieties largely fall

under red flesh migratory fish varieties, which include the pomfret,

mullet, swordfish, pompano, mackerel, tuna, cod, sea bass, eye liner

fish, silver sword, puffer fish and so forth.  Refer to the comparison

table for their distribution.  

II. Bottom dwelling fish species7

The northward waters combined the water from south of the

Taiwan Strait and the south China Sea together in Penghu Island, bring

a complex hydrology to the Taiwan sea areas that are rich with nutri-

ents and a high fundamental productivity, where ocean currents gather

to form tidal zones, creating a good habitat for fish and mollusks to

thrive, brining in the seedlings of a variety of bottom dwelling marine

creatures.  The bottom dwelling saltwater fish varieties in Taiwan's

coastal and near-shore areas are primarily those of white flesh fish, with

varieties including garoupa, sea eel, paddlefish, tail fish, sea pass, white

pomfret, horsehead fish, yellow fin, bream, autumn fish, gold autumn

fish and the like (Refer to the comparison table for their distribution):

6 Shao Guang-zhao, Illustrated compendium of frequently seen fish and mol-

lusks in Taiwan. 
7 Shao Guang-zhao, Illustrated compendium of frequently seen fish and mol-

lusks in Taiwan. 

The rarely seen oceanic fish of the hammer head fish
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Part 5    Comparison table for Taiwan's near-shore and coastal fishing sites, fishery catch and peak
fishing seasons

Type of boats and rafts 

Wrap net

Near-coast light trapping net (fire trapping

net)

Near-coast trapping net (rod net, cross net)

Tuna rope fishing

Dragnet

Mackerel and paddle fish wrap net

Garoupe and miscellaneous fish rope fish-

ing

Drag rope fishing

One rod fishing

Fix net placement 

Swordfish harpooning

Fishing sites

Mullet:  western shores

Black bream: Tungshih till Cheting near-

shore, Hsinchu till Taichung near- shore .

Spot bonito: Suao till Hualien near-shore

that includes Turtle Mountain Island off

shore and Penghu near-shore. 

Taiwan rockfish: Tungshih till Cheting

near-shore.

Gray ganoid: Suao coastal seas

Calamari: around the Pong Jia Island

waters, west of Penghu island, 4 to 8 nau-

tical miles off the coast of Taoyuan,

Hsinchu

Rockfish: Pong Jia Island , Penghu island

and Taiwan shallow reef seashore.

East of Lu Sung Island, east of Minatare,

south of Palau, north of South China Sea,

south of Pratas Island

Bottom trawl net: East , Ilan, Changhwa,

Chiayi. 

Buoyant dragnet: Taitung

Dragnet: Northwest. Western, Taiwan

Strait, Keelung offshore, Pratas Island,

South China Sea

Wrap net: Hengchun of  Pintung.

Large mesh dragnet: Taiwan Strait,

Keelung offshore, Pratas Island, South

China Sea Penghu island, Eastern Taiwan .

Merlin bottom dragnet: Yunlin.

North:  the Pong Jia Island, the Shakalin

island

South:  the Prata Island

Keelung, Tamsui, Suao, Hsinchu, Anping,

Mito, Zheguan, Kaohsiung, Donggang,

Penghu, and eastern Cheng Kong costal

seas.

Coastal Japan current of saltwaters that its

branches flow through

Main fishing sites are distribution on the

island's eastern coastal and near-shore areas,

such as Fong Bin, Dong Her, Taitung, Da

Wu and Orchid island open seas

Shallow waters around the continental

reefs

Near shore continental reefs in the north,

south and southwest, and seas beyond the

continental reefs

Fishery catch

Mullet, black bream, eye fish, spot rock-

fish, flat pompano, Taiwan rockfish, gray

ganoid

Paddlefish, calamari, stinky minnow,

clove, knife fish, sea catfish,  black bream,

red tail

Yellow fin tuna, large eye tuna, long fin

tuna, black tuna, swordfish, shark, knife

fish, bonito, lard fish

Bottom dragnet in the east:  red snapper,

green snappe, red-eye garoupa, sea bass

Bottom dragnet in Changhwa:  yellow fin

bream 

Bottom dragnet in Ilan, Jiayi:  sand snap-

per

Bottom dragnet in Pintung, Hengtsuen:

whitefish 

Buoyant dragnet:  swordfish, shark.

Dragnet:  white belly

Spot belly mackerel, white belly mackerel,

spot flyfish, red pampano, yellow fin

bream, rockfish, broad belly rockfish,

mullet, black bream, noon fish, shark

Rockfish bottom dragnet:  rockfish

Bottom dwelling fish varieties:  bream, tial

fish, pomfret, red snapper, gold snapper,

red eye pompano, white mouth, rockfish.

Surface fish varieties:  large shark, lard

fish, knife fish, mackerel, black swordfish,

paddlefish, rockfish, tail fish, yellow fin

tuna, pompano, white bream 

Sturgeon, tuna, knife fish, paddlefish,

swordfish, mackerel, sharks

Red eye snapper, red perch (at up to 200m

deep).

Shore pompano, sea bass (180m to 300m)

Red diamond, spot bream (300m to 450m)

Spring/summer peak fishing season in Ilan

being the paddlefish; in autumn and win-

ter, there are pompano, swordfish, tuna,

paddlefish, rockfish, knife fish, minnow.

The Hualien and Taitung areas contain the

paddlefish, hooked swordfish.

Large size, high economic valued sword-

fish, shark, tuna of surface swimming fish

varieties

Peak fishing season

Mullet: Nov to the next Jan

Black bream: Dec. to Mar, Apr to Nov

Eye fish: Apr to Aug

Spot bonito: Apr to Sept 

Flat pompano, Taiwan rockfish: Dec. to

Feb

Gray ganoid: Jul to Oct

The fishing season for loigh trapping net

begins from lunar March 26 to Aug. 15,

with peak fishing season for calamari and

rockfish falls between Jun and Aug.  In

fishing peak season, fishing boats tend to

gather around nearby port to stash their

catch, where boats in Nanfangao often

berth in Yeliu and Penghu boats birth in

Fangliao.

South of the Lu Sung Island, east of

Minatare, and south of Palau:  Jul to Sept.

South of the South China Sea, south of the

Pratas Island:  Jan. next year to Mar

Yearly:  Red snapper, green snapper, red

eye garoupa, sea bass 

Sand snapper: Mar to June 

Yellow fin break: Apr to Oct

Black bream: June to Oct

Paddlefish:  Apr to Nov

Swordfish, shark: Apr to Feb (buoyant

dragnet)

White belly rockfish: Nov. to Jan.

Broad belly rockfish: Nov. to Jan.

Northeast: August to next Jan.

Southwest: March

Mullet: around the winter solstice 

Black bream: Oct

Shark: Nov to Jul (large mesh dragnet)

Rockfish bottom dragnet: Apr to Aug

The fishing season being all year round,

with prime fishing seas largely concentrat-

ed from Dec. to June, with July to Nov

being the low catch season.

The fishing season being all year round,

with Jan. to June being better, and the vol-

ume drops from July to Dec., and June

being the peak fishing season

The fishing season being all year round

The yearly fishing season span from mid

Sept. to the following early July, and the

peak fishing season being from March to

June.

The fishing season being from Sept. to the

following June when the tides are rough
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Part 6    Conclusions

In the brain wrestle between law enforcement agencies and the

human trafficking rings and smuggling rings, it is imminent that the

administration needs to gain an upper hand, for the ultimate goal in

coastal and near-shore fishery resources investigation and overall

analysis rests on achieving the three law enforcement niches by joint

linking the security inspection information system:

I. To observe the fishing gears in deducing the rationality of a
fishing boat's operating in a certain fishing site:

The fishery resources database instilled at the security inspection

office can be utilized for comparing and analyzing whether the fishing

gears on board the fishing boats meet the required tools for conducting

marine catching or cultivating.  Of any suspicion, a report may be filed

with the patrol group command through the duty command system to

dispatch seafaring vessels and boats equipped with evidence gathering

equipment for conducting stringent surveillance, backed by evidence

gathering when deemed necessary.

II. To provide preplanned sea duties in the defense patrol zones:
The patrol group command may preplan sea duties at focused sea

territories through the coastal and near-shore fishery resources data-

base, coordinated with fishery information on Taiwan's peripheral sea

territories that not only helps to downsize the manpower on land but

can effectively move to execute sea interception, crackdown and arrest

work in the event of smuggling or human trafficking to reduce the diffi-

culty of seizure on dry land. 

III. To provide relevant marine conservation parameters:
With local governments moving to stage a variety of maritime

activities, such as the flyfish festival in search of tapping into the

tourism industry, in terms of preserving the fish varieties (such as the

whales, sharks, dolphins) and fish varieties in exhausted resources

(such as the flyfish and whitefish), and excessive trapping of fish and

fish roes, the DGCPA  is responsible for facilitating the competent gov-

ernment agency in carrying out marine environment protection, marine

resources conservation work by offering the boat number at a variety of

fishing sites, which would facilitate competent government agencies or

local governments in promoting tangible conservation work, such as

fishing boat reduction measure, fishery rotation plan and so forth.

With regard to the subject of fishing sites in Taiwan's coastal

waters, the section's inquiry and discussion with the Aquatic Testing

Center only yielded approximate locations of the fishing sites as hin-

dered by factors of the climate, ocean currents, hydrological environ-

ment, food source and like, but unable to pinpoint the exact location for

marking the fishing sites.  As hindered by the difficulties in obtaining

the precise location of the fishing sites, there is a need in practical

implementation to further develop fish exploring techniques in order to

derive a large amount of fishery catch at valid fishing sites. With the

mapping of coastal and near-shore fishery resources database that

involves professional knowledge, scientific instruments, personnel

training and long-time accumulation of experience and such that can-

not be single-handedly completed by single agency, there is a necessity

for the competent government authorities to join in the action in order
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to conclude the launching under whose professional domain.  The pur-

pose of this article aims to draw attention to the issue by presenting the

facts and emphasis to relevant government authorities, in anticipation

that a joint effort will be made to conclude launching the fishery

resource database, as bound by the concept of single administration for

resources sharing, which would allow all agencies to share the fruit,

which is not only beneficial in excelling the interdiction yield, but is

also inductive in further promoting tangible conservation work. 
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